American Energy Production: Innovating for Cleaner Air

• America's oil and natural gas industry is dedicated to developing affordable energy while
proactively reducing our emissions and protecting air quality.
• We understand the importance and responsibility of managing our impact on the environment.
• We recognize the need to reduce all emissions, including greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of
carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4).

What We’re Doing
Implementing and improving innovative
practices and technology that minimize
environmental impacts

Investing in infrastructure to transport
oil and natural gas in order to reduce
truck traffic and emissions

Monitoring, compiling and reporting
emissions data and sharing best practices
among companies

Using low-emission diesel or
clean-burning natural gas to power
equipment and facilities when possible

Delivering Results
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American Energy Production: Innovating for Cleaner Air
Here’s a few of the ways AXPC members are innovating for emissions reductions:

Gulfport Energy is using vapor recovery units in its operations to increase
the amount of methane and other volatile organic compounds captured in
their operations.

Extraction Oil and Gas has installed lease automatic custody transfer (LACT)
units, which are a new technology used to eliminate air emissions
associated with oil production and transport.

Marathon Oil has invested in pneumatic controllers, which has
allowed them to control the amount of gas emitted by their
operations, and in some cases, achieve zero emissions.

Range Resources designed a new thief hatch for wet gas facilities
which eliminated potential leak points.

Apache Corporation has implemented stringent truck loading and tank
emissions controls on both test facilities and permanent facilities and also
installing pneumatic controllers powered by air rather than compressed
natural gas.

EOG Resources has implemented a companywide voluntary leak detection
and repair program, and an initiative to replace or retrofit all of its
high-bleed controllers. As a result of these efforts, EOG successfully reduced
its methane intensity rate and methane emissions as a percentage of
natural gas produced in 2018 by 46 percent and 45 percent, respectively.
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